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which I referred to at the beginning of this chapter, I more
than once saw him with my own eyes, whilst we were riding
across country, take obstacles which would have made a far
older and more experienced hunter pause and reflect on.
Nobody, even the best-intentioned, can deny that Em-
peror William has many faults; those are, however, either
ignored altogether, or else exaggerated to an extent that
eclipses all his good qualities, by his various biographers.
Very few pen-portraits of royal personages that pass through
the hands of the publishers can be said to present a true
picture of their subject. Either the -writer holds up the
object of his literary effort as a person so blameless as
to suggest the idea that he is an impossible prig, or else
every piece of malevolent gossip is construed into a posi-
tive fact, his shortcomings magnified until they lose all
touch of resemblance, while every word and action capable
of misrepresentation is construed in the manner most detri-
mental to his reputation. In one word, he is either glori-
fied as a preposterous saint, or else held up to public exe-
cration as an equally impossible villain. Now, in pictorial
art, a portrait, in order to present a satisfactory "and suc-
cessful resemblance to its subject, must contain lights and
shadows. You cannot have all light, or all shadow, but it
is necessary to have a judicious mixture of both. So it is
with the art of biography. If one wishes to give in print
a true, and above all, a human picture of one's subject, it
is necessary to mingle the shadows with the lights. In fact,
the former may be said to set off the latter, and there are
many shortcomings, especially those which the French so
graphically describe as petits vices,—small vices—which,
resulting from a generous and impulsive temperament,
serve, like the Rembrandt shadow of a portrait, to render
the subject more attractive to the eye.

